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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Version History                                                              
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
[12/31/04] v. 1.3                                                               
     -Added the Genesis controls.                                               
                                                                                
[10/14/04] v. 1.2                                                               
     -Added in the boss strategies instead of the simple "Found in Boss         
       Section."                                                                
                                                                                
[09/07/04] v. 1.1                                                               
     -Changed the Disclaimer                                                    
                                                                                
[08/26/04] v. 1.0                                                               
     -FAQ/Walkthrough made and submitted.                                       
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. Controls                                                                     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



                                                                                
--------------------                                                            
SNES Controls                                                                   
--------------------                                                            
                                                                                
D-Pad  : Move/Up brings you through a nose.                                     
                                                                                
A      : Burp/Fart*                                                             
                                                                                
B      : Jump                                                                   
                                                                                
X      : Hero Stance                                                            
                                                                                
Y      : Throw Booger/Spit                                                      
                                                                                
L      : Look Up                                                                
                                                                                
R      : Look Down                                                              
                                                                                
Start  : Pause                                                                  
                                                                                
Select : No Use                                                                 
                                                                                
--------------------                                                            
Genesis Contros                                                                 
--------------------                                                            
                                                                                
D-Pad  : Move/Up brings you through a nose.                                     
                                                                                
A      : Throw Booger/Spit                                                      
                                                                                
B      : Jump                                                                   
                                                                                
C      : Burp/Fart*                                                             
                                                                                
X      : No Use                                                                 
                                                                                
Y      : No Use                                                                 
                                                                                
Z      : Hero Stance                                                            
                                                                                
Start  : Pause                                                                  
                                                                                
Mode   : No Use                                                                 
                                                                                
*To burp you must be standing and to fart you must be crouching.                
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. Story                                                                        
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
This is word by word the intro to the game.                                     
                                                                                
"It was a dark stormy night at Professor Stinkbaum's Lab where a machine was    
being builtto save the world from pollution by transexistinf it to dimension    
x crement. Eccentric millionare Snotty Racsdale has taken a job at the lab to   
investigate it's safety and find out exactly where the pollution is going. He   
has a bad feeling about this latest contraption. This night his suspicions      
will come true..."                                                              
                                                                                



------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. Walkthrough                                                                  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
I will tell you what you will come across if you go up on the trees or down on  
the ground, if you want to survive, stay in the trees, if you want points go    
everywhere.                                                                     
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Flatulent Swamps                                                                
Level One                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Trees/High Road :                                                               
By the time you reach the top of the first tree you will come across three      
plungers and an object that looks like a the cape. Now is your time to move     
forward. Now when you get to the third tree, there will be three plungers on    
the branch and on the other branch on the same tree will be a power-up to       
refill your burp/fart meter.  Now keep going where you will reach your first    
enemy. He is a jumping enemy so time your jumps or just burp on him. Now keep   
going until you reach a toilet with a monster on it, just kill the monster.     
This toilet brings you to a bonus level but first keep going to get the         
plungers on the ledge, now go back to the toilet where you can get three        
plungers from the start. Those strings of boogers are slippery so you will keep 
sliding down, just keeping jumping if you don't want to fall. Now move on past  
the first sewer and to the next. Keep moving to the trampoline and jump on it.  
Kill the enemy near you and jump up the string, not get to the toilet and be    
careful for the spitting enemy in it. Kill that enemy and go throught the       
toilet to leave the bonus level. You will now be even further through the level 
and you will be on the ground, if you want to stick to the trees just keep      
going until you reach string. Go left to get three plungers and the cape. Now   
get to the next tree for the three plungers. Go to the next tree for a          
burp/fart refill. Jump down to the ground to reach the nose that will suck you  
up. Jump on the trampoline to reach the high road, jump on the enemy and grab   
the snot for extra points. The first tree will have two plungers. Nothing on    
the next tree and only a plunger-like object next to a jumping enemy on the     
next. Now is your chance to get an extra life. Keep going to the last tree and  
go to the edge. Jump to the top of the wall and you will find a hidden space    
with an extra life. Now fall and kill the enemy down there and walk through the 
door. Congratulations you beat the Flatulent Swamps Level One.                  
                                                                                
Ground/Low Road :                                                               
First you will get to a jumping enemy. Then ou will reach two little red blobs. 
Next will be another jumping enemy. Now when you reach the bridge there will be 
an enemy with a spear, jump on him and move on to the next red blob on the      
ground. Now you will reach another jumping enemy. Keep going to reach a snail   
and run across the bridge to reach the next snail. The next will be a jumping   
enemy, red blob, and a jumping enemy ona red blob. Now you will reach a         
platform that will build a little outhouse. That will help you reach the treees 
if you want to. Now go on to reach an enemy with a spear and you'll reach the   
nose, run under it to have it suck you up to reach the next part of the level.  
Hit up to go through the nose. Now move on to reach two red blobs and a bridge. 
Next will be an enemy with a spear. Then you will reach another enemy with a    
spear and then another before you reach the ledge. Jump down and use the        
trampoline to reach the next part of the level. On the bridge is an enemy with  
a spear. Now keep going and walk throught the door. Congratulations you beat    
the Flatulent Swamps Level One.                                                 
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Flatulent Swamps                                                                



Level Two                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Trees/High Road :                                                               
Use the trampoline to reach the high path. You will then come across a jumping  
enemy. Now when you reach the bridge there will be an enemy with a spear, in    
the middle of the bridge will be a snail, and at the end will be a red blob.    
Now keep going to reach the enemy with a spear and now's your first chance to   
reach the trees, go on them and backtrack for all the things such as the can of 
soda, seven plungers, a little Box with a "B" on it, and two snots. Now keep    
going until you reach a strinhg, climb that to get two plungers and snot. The   
only enemies you should come across now are bats, after a few seconds of        
moving, you will reach some milk. Now on the next tree will be two plungers,    
one on each side. On the top of the tree will be some snot and on the bottom    
will be the cape, on the next tree will be two plungers. The next tree will     
have a string to climb and at the top of the string will be a plunger. On the   
other side will be snot, under the snot will be a plunger. Go on to the strings 
that will bring you to the next tree, on the strings will be two plungers and a 
burp refill. If you go down to the next branch and foward you will reach        
another secret that only has an item with points. Now fall again and move into  
another secret with an item of points. Fall down, grab the cape and walk        
forward. Congratulations you beat the Flatulent Swamps Level Two.               
                                                                                
Ground/Low Road :                                                               
Right when you begin you will see a red blob. Now go on the bridge that will    
have a two jumping enemies and two plungers. At the end of the bridge will be a 
red blob. Keep going to reach a snail, red blob, and another snail. Before you  
reach the next bridge, you will see a jumping enemy, if you want the plunger    
above him, you'll need to jump on the jumping enemy to reach the branch to get  
the plunger. In the middle of the bridge will be a snail and a plunger. At the  
end of the next bridge will be another snail. Now keep going until you reach    
another snail and a string to climb. Climb the string and you iwll reach two    
more enemies with spears. Keep going to reach another enemy jumping. Now move   
on to the next enemy that is another jumping enemy with a plunger right above   
it. Keep going to reach three plungers, a burp refill, an enemy with a spear,   
and a red blob. Now keep going to reach the cape and walk forward.              
Congratulations you beat the Flatulent Swamps Level Two.                        
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Flatulent Swamps                                                                
Level Three                                                                     
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Trees/High Road :                                                               
This level does not have a path through the trees, you can jump on some of the  
branches but for most of the level you will have to take the ground/low         
route.                                                                          
                                                                                
Ground/Low Road :                                                               
First you will come across two enemies with spears and a ghost. Move on to      
reach three red blobs and another enemy with a spear. You will now reach a      
bridge with a snail on it and a red blob at the end. Go up the little hill to   
reach another enemy with a spear and a red blob. Now is your chace to jump on   
the trees. When you jump off the ledge, you will come across an enemy with a    
spear. Keep going to reach the trampoline and get the burp refill. Next to the  
will be the bonus level. After the bonus level, you will return to the normal   
level even further away just before a bridge. Right after the bridge will be a  
red blob. When you jump up the ledge, you will reach a red blob, an enemy with  
a spear, and another red blob. Now keep going to reach another enemy with a     
spear. Move on to reach another jumping enemy with a plunger above him, you'll  



need to time your jump to get that plunger. Right under you will be a red blob. 
Move on for another red blob and an enemy with a spear. Go down the hill to     
reach a jumping enemy and a nose. When you get out of the nose move to your     
left for now on. You will come across an enemy with a spear, two red blobs, and 
a plunger. Keep going and you will reach a ghost, now run across the bridge     
where you will meet a snail, run on to reach another snail and a red blob. Keep 
going to reach two more red blobs and anenemy with a spear. Now keep going to   
reach another jumping enemy. Move on to reach a ghost and two red blobs. Now go 
on to reach a jumping enemy, three plungers, and a red blob. Move on to reach   
the checkpoint. At the bottom of the next hill will be a red blob. On the       
bridge will be an enemy with a spear and a cape. At the end of the bridge will  
be another enemy with a spear and a red plunger. Move on to reach a jumping     
enemy, a red blob, and milk. At the next hill, you will meet another enemy with 
a spear. Now move on to reach a snail, two red blobs, and two plungers. Now     
kill the jumping enemy and go throught the next nose. You will reach a bat and  
an enemy with a spear. Keep going until you reach another bat and an enemy with 
a spear. Jump up the ledge and there will be a red blob and a snail. Keep going 
to reach a red blob but wait for the bat to fly by before you jump on it. Now   
at the beginning and the end of the next bridge will have bats flying by so be  
careful. After the bridge you will reach an enemy with a spear and a plunger.   
Keep going until you reach a gap, jump over it because at the bottom is a       
trampoline that will move you into a bat. Move on to reach an enemy with a      
spear. Keep going and you will reach another bat. Keep going to another enemy   
with a spear and then youwill reach the end of the level. Congratulations you   
beat the Flatulent Swamps Level Three.                                          
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Flatulent Swamps                                                                
Level Four                                                                      
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Trees/High Road :                                                               
Once again, this level does not have a path through the trees, you can jump on  
some of the branches but for most of the level you will have to take the        
ground/low route. From here on I will not list the tree/high route since it is  
not in most of the levels, I am sorry if you like to take the trees as a path   
but it isn't worth it to waste space like this in my walkthrough.               
                                                                                
Ground/Low Road :                                                               
Once you will start, you will see a red blob. Now before you reach the very top 
of the hill, duck because a bat will fly by. Next you need to jump on the red   
blob and move on. Now keep going until you fall down the gap and run across     
the bridge. The middle of the bridge will have a jumping enemy and three        
plungers. After the bridge, you will see a snail, now backtrack. Kill the       
jumping enemy and grab the plunger. Now jump on the red blob ahead of you and a 
ghost will appear but he will be too high to hurt you. Keep going to reach an   
enemy with a spear. Now go on to jump on a red blob and jump on the trees. From 
there jump to the next ledge and kill the enemy with a spear. Now keep going    
until you reach a string. Now move on to kill the enemy with a spear and two    
plungers. Now kill the next jumping enemy and grab the two plungers and the     
milk. Next will be a ghost so be careful. Move on to kill the next jumping      
enemy. Now just jump from the edge, but be careful because there will be a bat  
next to you. Now jump up and kill the jumping enemy on the next branch. Now run 
into the little hole to get a power-up to refill everything and give you some   
points. Now go all the way back to the string, go down the string to get a red  
blob and a milk and kill an enemy with a spear. Now go up the trampoline and    
kill the enemy with a spear at the top. Keep going for a plunger and a burp     
refill. Move on to kill a snail. Now move on to reach a tree with two plungers  
and snot. After the tree, you will get to a checkpoint. Keep going and you will 
come across a jumping enemy, a red blob, and a snail. Keep going to kill the    



jumping enemy and there will be a secret path with milk on it and at the end of 
the path will be a bonus level. Go through it and it will be a little shortcut  
through the level. When you get out you will reach a jumping enemy and a red    
blob. Now jump on the branch and grab the plungers. Jump on the next ledge and  
kill the enemy with a spear. Now jump on the next ledge and jump on the three   
red blobs and grab the milk. Now kill the enemy with the spear and move on to   
the string. Now climb up the string and grab the cape, but watch out for the    
bat. Run to the edge of the level and fall down a level and walk through the    
little doorway. Congratulations you beat the Flatulent Swamps Level Four.       
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Hick Boy :                                                                      
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : **                                                        
Boss's Attacks : Throw chicken, shoots eggs, and flies across ground.           
Boss's Movements : Flies from one side of the level to the other.               
Attack(s) to use : Throw Boogers.                                               
Boss's Tactics : First he throws the chicken, then he shoots three eggs and     
 flies across the level. After you hit him he will fly across the level.        
What you should do : Just jump on the branches and throw boogers on him, dodge  
 his attacks and when he flies across the level just jump to the next tree.     
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
The Pits                                                                        
Level One                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
You will start off in front of a bouncing enemy. Now move on to grab a plunger. 
Keep going for another bouncing enemy and plunger. Now go on the trampoline to  
reach the next level and from there kill the two little snots. Move on to kill  
the jumping enemy. From there you will see snot, two plungers, and then another 
jumping enemy. Keep going to reach another bouncing enemy and then a red blob.  
No move on for two plungers, two red blobs, and a bouncing enemy. Now get to    
the next two trampolines and there will be a red blob. Now jump over the gap    
and get the red blob and the plunger. After you get those a bouncing enemy will 
appear. Keep going for another enemy and a plunger. Go on to reach three red    
blobs and then a checkpoint. Now go on to grab the four plungers, five red      
blobs, snot, and two jumping enemies. Now when you reach the top of the hill,   
go down the strin on the left to get a cape and kill a jumping enemy. Go back   
up the string and go across the set of strings on the right with a plungers.    
Now go on the next set of strings for a plunger and snot. After that set will   
be a little snot enemy on the ground and go on the set of next strings. Now go  
on the next set of strings to get another plunger, when you reach the ground,   
there will be two little snots, a plunger, and a red blob. Now climb back up    
the string and jump, you can't see it but there are a set of strings up there,  
you will get two plungers, snot, and a cape. When you reach the end, you will   
get an extra life. Now fall straight down but try to be careful because down    
there you might hit one of two jumping enemies and a little snot. Now kill the  
jumping enemy and run through the little doorway. Congratulations you beat The  
Pits Level One.                                                                 
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
The Pits                                                                        
Level Two                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
When you begin, you will first reach an enemy with a spear. After that enemy,   
you wil reach three red blobs and a plunger before you reach another enemy.     
That enemy is a jumping enemy. Now go on for another plunger and red blob       



before you reach a bouncing enemy. Now move on to get another plunger and some  
snot. Now jump over the gap and kill the two little red enemies there. After    
you kill them, you will reach another jumping enemy. After the jumping enemy,   
you will reach another little red enemy, another jumping enemy, and two         
plungers. You can then jump on the trampoline and grab a string. On the string  
is a plunger and you should stay on the strings to avoid the jumping enemy just 
ahead. Fall down a little bit and you will reach a red blob. Keep going to      
reach a cave with two plungers in it. Just after that will be a bouncing enemy  
and snot. Now keep going to reach a checkpoint and another bouncing enemy. Next 
you will reach two plungers and a red blob. Go on the trampoline to reach a red 
blob and a bouncing enemy. Keep going to reach another bouncing enemy and then  
you will reach a little red enemy. Now go along the set of strings and you will 
get two plungers. Run throught the cave for two plungers, a burp refill, and a  
little red enemy. Before you reach the jumping enemy, get the cape, plunger,    
and the two red blobs. Now move on to get to another jumping enemy which you    
don't have to kill, a red blob, a little red enemy, and an enemy with a spear.  
After that enemy, you will get to a burp refill, a plunger, and a red blob. You 
will then reach another jumpin enemy, a red blob, and then another jumping      
enemy with some snot right behind it. Now make that last jump and run through   
the little doorway. Congratulations you beat The Pits Level Two.                
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
The Pits                                                                        
Level Three                                                                     
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
You will start next to two enemies with spears. Next you will reach a bouncing  
enemy, snot, and two plungers. You will reach another bouncing enemy, a burp    
refill, and a plunger. Now go up the trampoline and you will see two little     
snot enemies, a burp refill, and two plungers. Jump on the trampoline to reach  
the next trampoline. Above that will be snot and after that will be a jumping   
enemy. Next you will reach two plungers, a red blob, and a bouncing enemy. Next 
you will reach a jumping enemy and a checkpoint. Fall to reach a plunger. After 
that plunger, you will come across a toilet/bonus level. Be careful because     
there is a spitting enemy in it. Now go into the bonus level as a shortcut      
through the level. When you get out, go to the left, you will see a cape, a     
plunger, and you will come across a jumping enemy. Now go to the right and you  
will see a plunger, two red blobs, and two little snot enemies. Next you will   
see two jumping enemies and a snot. You will then see a plunger. Fall down the  
next ledge to see two red blobs and two bouncing enemies. Now go up the next    
two trampolines and grab the plunger. Keep going to get a cape. After that,     
you will see fiv bouncing enemies, three red blobs, and five plungers. Now kill 
the jumping enemy and go up the string. Climb up the strings and get the three  
plungers. Now run through the little doorway. Congratulations you beat The Pits 
Level Three.                                                                    
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
The Pits                                                                        
Level Four                                                                      
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
The first enemy you will see is a bouncing enemy. After you either kill him or  
avoid him, you will reach three plungers. After that will be another plunger    
and another bouncing enemy. Keep going and the next enemy you will see is a     
little red enemy. You will reach another red enemy and a plunger. After those,  
when you get to the ledge, there will be a jumping enemy. Kill that and move    
on. Fall down to reach a toilet and go through it for a shortcut through the    
level. To the right of you, you will see three plungers, grab those and go left 
to reach a red blob. Now keep going left to reach another enemy. Keep going and 
you will reach a checkpoint. Now go down the string and at the bottom will be a 



jumping enemy. Take the bottom route and grab the plunger and red blob. You     
will see two little snot enemies. Now go on to reach a jumping enemy and a      
plunger. Keep going to reach a red blob, a bouncing enemy, and then another red 
blob. Move on to reach another little red enemy and a plunger. Now go to reach  
a trampoline and jump on it. To your left will be a plunger, get that and run   
through the doorway. Congratulations you beat The Pits Level Four.              
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Revolta                                                                         
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : ***                                                       
Boss' Attacks : Throw heads and jumps across level.                             
Boss' Movements : Jumps from one end of the level to the other.                 
Attack(s) to Use : Throw Booger                                                 
Boss' Tactics : Throws a head at you and when you hit him with a booger, he     
 will jump towards the other end of the level.                                  
What You Should Do : Throw boogers and wait until he moves. When he moves, jump 
 to the other side and continue until you finish.                               
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Boogerville                                                                     
Level One                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
You will start next to a red blob and you will see an enemy with a spear just   
ahead of you. Go on to reach another red blob and enemy with a spear. Now go on 
to reach a trampoline and take the two plungers on the tree and go to the left. 
When you start to move again, the first thing you will reach will be an enemy   
with a spear. In the middle of the next ramp you will see a little snot. Now    
keep going to reach the nose. Now you will reach two enemies with a spear just  
standing there and two plungers. Keep going to another enemy with a spear. Now  
keep going for two little white enemies. The white enemies explode when you     
touch them so you will have to kill them by throwing a booger. Now go down the  
string and there will be a little white enemy at the bottom. you will now reach 
a bouncing enemy. Kee[ going for another bouncing enemy and then a red blob.    
Keep going up the tree to reach a snot, a plunger, and a milk. At the very top  
of the tree, you will see a cape. Now you will reach an enemy dropping things.  
Keep going to reach an enemy with a spear and two plungers. After that enemy    
you will see another enemy dropping things. Now climb the string and you will   
reach an enemy with a spear and a plunger. Now you will reach a nose. Now you   
will see an enemy with a spear. Keep going until you reach a checkpoint. Now    
you will reach an enemy with a spear, a red blob, and then another enemy with a 
spear. Now go on the trampoline to get on the tree and get the plunger. Now 
keep going over the branch that acts like a bridge to see two little snot       
enemies. Now keep going for three plungers and two white little enemies. Now    
keep going along those strings to grab the two plungers. Now before you reach   
the trampoline, you will need to wait for the little white enemy to get out of  
the way before you reach the trampoline. Now keep going to reach a plunger and  
three little snot enemies. When you reach the little white enemy at the top of  
the ramp. Now jump over the gap and hit the trampoline to reach the strings,    
above the strings will be a plunger. Now fall down a level to reach a bouncing  
enemy. Keep going for another bouncing enemy. Now hit the trampolines so you    
can reach the top of the tree. Go to the right to see an enemy with a spear,    
then a little snot enemy, and then another enemy with a spear. Go down the      
string to reach a little white enemy and a red blob. Keep going to reach an     
enemy dropping things out of a window. You will then see another little white   
enemy and then climb up the string. At the top of the string and above the      
branch, you will see a cape and a little white enemy. Now drop down a level and 
walk through the doorway. Congratulations you beat Boogerville Level One.       



                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Boogerville                                                                     
Level Two                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Go to the tree and jump on the branch. Now grab the two plungers and kill the   
little white enemy. Keep going to reach three enemies with spears and one red   
blob. Now jump the gap and get those three plungers. Now go on the next two     
trampolines and there will be an enemy with a spear at the top. Now move on to  
reach another enemy with a spear. Now keep going for another enemy with a spear 
and a red blob. No jump on the branch and be careful for the two little white   
enemies. Grab the plunger and snot in between them. Now go along the strings    
for two plungers and then go up on the next branch. Jump on the trampoline and  
go along the strings for two plungers and a cape. Now keep going down the       
branch for three plungers, a burp refill, and a little white enemy. On the      
little ramp will be two little snots. Now go along the strings and grab the     
milk. After the strings you will see a jumping enemy, a red blob, another two   
jumping enemies, and a red blob. Now keep going and on the sign will be an      
enemy dropping things. Now go to the nose and when you come out of the other    
end, there will be a spitting enemy in a toilet. That toilet goes to a bonus    
level. Go through the bonus level for a shortcut through the level. When you    
get out the other end, grab the plunger on the branch. Now go along those       
strings. After the strings you will get to a plunger and a bouncing enemy. Now  
go up the next tree and grab the three plungers. After the tree will be two     
enemies dropping things. Now you will reach two plungers and an enemy dropping  
things. Go on to reach another nose. After the nose, you will see an enemy with 
a spear, a plunger, another enemy with a spear, another plunger, another enemy  
with a spear, another plunger, and then a red blob. Now keep going straight and 
you will finish the level. Congratulations you beat Boogerville Level Two.      
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Boogerville                                                                     
Level Three                                                                     
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
You will start next to two red blobs and two jumping enemies. Go across the     
bridge to reach a little white enemy and a plunger. After the bridge, you will  
come across an enemy with a spear and a red blob. Run up the short ramp to      
reach an enemy dropping things. On the next ramp, you will see an enemy with a  
spear, a jumping enemy, and a plunger. Jump on the next bridge and kill the     
little white enemy and you will also see a plunger. Now climb up the string and 
grab the plunger. Now go to the left and avoid the enemy dropping things. Go on 
the trampoline and go on the set of strings. You will get three plungers and    
two burp refills. After the strings, you will get to two enemies with spears    
and a red blob. Keep going for another plunger and another enemy with a spear.  
On the ramp will be a jumping enemy and a plunger. Now go down a level, hit the 
red blob and kill the jumping enemy. At the top of the next string will be a    
plunger. Now go down the string. At the bottom of the string, you will see a    
burp refill and an enemy with a spear. Keep going to get to an enemy dropping   
things. After that, you will reach a checkpoint. After the next string will be  
a plunger, grab that and go up the string for another plunger. Keep going up    
the next string. On the right of the string, you will see a plunger. At the top 
of the string will be another plunger. Now go left to reach a nose. After the   
nose, you will reach a jumping enemy. Keep going to reach a trampoline; after   
you jump on that, you will see three little snots. After that, you will reach a 
tree with a burp refill, snot, and a plunger. At the top of the tree, you will  
see a little white enemy and an enemy with a spear. If you go across the        
branch, you will reach another little white enemy and a cape. Don't go there if 
you don't need the cape. Go to reach another red blob and climb down the        



string. At the bottom of the string, you will see a bouncing enemy and a        
plunger. Go to the next branch for another bouncing enemy and a plunger. Now go 
to the end of the branch and you will reach a little snot and two plungers. Go  
to the next branch. Go to the end of that branch for another pair of plungers   
and go on the next branch. Keep going to reach a trampoline and you will see a  
red blob and a little white enemy. Keep going to finish the level.              
Congratulations you beat Boogerville Level Three.                               
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Boogerville                                                                     
Level Four                                                                      
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
When you start, go to the left to reach two red blobs and two enemies with      
spears. Now go on to reach a trampoline and jump on it to get on the branch.    
Then you will see a bouncing enemy. Jump up the next few branches and grab the  
three plungers and go to the left. Now keep going to reach an enemy dropping    
things. You will also reach a tree, climb up the tree and go on the branch      
above you by climbing the string. Keep going to get to a cape and a little      
white enemy. Keep going until you reach the next branch to jump on. There, you  
will see a little white enemy and three plungers. Now go above the string near  
you and jump as far as you can to the right, you will land on another branch.   
Keep going for two little snots and three plungers. Now go to the next string   
and go down it. Next you will see two red blobs. Go to the trampoline and jump  
up the branches to get a few plungers. From there, you will reach a checkpoint. 
Right after the checkpoint will be an enemy dropping things from the top of the 
sign. Keep going until you reach a tree with some branches and a trampoline.    
Now keep going until you reach a little white enemy. After that, you will reach 
two little snots and two plungers. Now go above the next branch and jump as far 
as you can from there. Near you will be a little white enemy but you shouldn't  
land too close to it. Now keep going for two more plungers and climb down the   
string this time. Go right and you will see an enemy with a spear (that's why I 
didn't tell you to jump this time.) Keep going for another enemy with a spear   
and two red blobs. Now climb the branches and go to the left. Keep going for an 
enemy dropping things and then climb up the strings. Above the strings, you     
will find two plungers and a cape. Fall down and kill the little snot. Now      
climb down the string and kill the enemy with a spear. Run to the left and      
you'll beat the level. Congratulations you beat Boogerville Level Four.         
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Fly Boy:                                                                        
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : **                                                        
Boss' Attacks : Spits, throws maggots, and flies into you.                      
Boss' Movements : Flies from one side of the level to the other.                
Attack(s) to Use : Throw Booger                                                 
Boss' Tactics : Just tries to spit at you and fly into you so just avoid him    
 and this will be an easy fight.                                                
What You Should Do : Don't use the trampoline, all you need to do is jump and   
 time your booger throwing right and you should eventually kill him.            
                                                                                
---------------------------------------                                         
Mucous Mountains/Nasal Caverns                                                  
---------------------------------------                                         
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Mucous Mountains                                                                
Level One                                                                       
-------------------                                                             



                                                                                
Right when you start and you go right, you will reach a bull enemy, just jump   
when it starts to charge at you. Go up the next ramp for another and grab the   
two plungers, a red blob, and the burp refill. You will reach yet another of    
these bull enemies. Keep going for a red blob and a trampoline. Don't go on the 
trampoline, instead, fall down a level (you can't do the down-jump combo,) be   
careful and make sure you land on the little platfrom there. Wait for the       
moving platform and jump on it. There will be two extra lives. Now jump back on 
the moving platform and go up the trampolines. Land on the branch above the     
second trampoline. Now grab the two plungers on the branch and goto the left.   
You will see a red blob and when you jump on it a bull enemy will attack you.   
Keep going for two little snots and three plungers. There will be a little gap  
with an enemy with a spear in it. Just jump over the gap and move on. There     
will be two more gaps like that and then a red blob. Jump on the next           
trampolines and grab the plungers. Go right now to kill a bull enemy and get a  
plunger and red blob. Keep going for another bull enemy and then you will reach 
another moving platform. At the end will be a trampoline, jump on it and then   
land on one of those things sticking out of the canyon. Grab the snot and keep  
jumping and go left. You will reach a red blob and then a gap you need to jump  
over. From there you will see a bull enemy and three plungers. Go up the next   
little ramp for another moving platform with three plungers and a burp refill   
on it. After that moving platform will be a short gap to jump over. Go to the   
edge and jump left to the trampolines and grab the string that's above you from 
the edge. Go across the strings for a burp refill and a plunger. Now jump off   
and you will see a huge orange monster. Now go throught the toilet for a bonus  
level and a shortcut. Now go left and you will reach a checkpoint. Now jump on  
the trampoline and you will see a red blob and a little snot. Go up that ramp   
to run into a bull enemy. Keep going for three plungers and another bull enemy. 
Now jump on the trampoline and go to the left. Wait for the moving platform and 
jump on. At the end will be a plunger. From there, jump on the trampoline and   
go on the next level and go right to meet another bull enemy. Keep going for a  
plunger, little snot, and a bull enemy. Now jump on the ledges and run through  
the doorway. Congratulations you beat Mucous Mountain Level One.                
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Nasal Caverns                                                                   
Level One                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Start off by getting a red blob. Then you will run across a new enemy, the      
explosion enemy. Just run by all of them with out stopping and you shouldn't    
get hurt. There will be two more after the first one and then you will reach a  
rock throwing enemy. After you kill that enemy, keep jumping up the ledges and  
grab the three plungers. At the top will be a jumping enemy. Go left and you    
will run into a miner enemy. Keep going for another and then go up one level by 
jumping. There will be a miner enemy up there. There will also be four plungers 
and five red blobs. At the fifth red blob, you will meet another miner enemy.   
Now go on the strings and go one at a time because there will be a falling      
enemy near you. You will get a milk and reach another falling enemy. Now keep   
going for another miner enemy and grab the three plungers and burp refill. Keep 
going for two more plungers on the strings. Fall for a snail enemy and a red    
blob. Now go through the nose. Now you will meet a bat. Go down the ramp for    
another miner enemy. Keep going for a red blob and a snail enemy. Run across    
the bridge for three enemies with spears. Now get the red blob and go to the    
mouth that's blocked. Just hold the fart button until your fart will be the     
most powerful fart and shoot it at the rocks. The rocks will break and you can  
run through. You will get a red pepper and run back to go on the trampoline and 
go right for checkpoint. Keep going to reach a miner and two plungers. Avoid    
the goblin if you have the milk. Keep going for a cape and a red blob. Then you 
will reach a nose. Right when you get out, you will see a mole enemy. Jump on   



theplatforms and make your way to the right getting the power-ups along the     
way. Keep going right to get into a nose. Go to the right getting all of the    
power-ups and either killing or avoiding the people there. You will eventually  
reach an enemy that goes up and down, run under it when you get the chance.     
Jump up the platforms and keep going left. Jump down the string and avoid the   
miner down there. Keep going right and kill the next miner through the next     
doorway and go in the next doorway after that. Congratulations you beat Nasal   
Caverns Level One.                                                              
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Mucus Mountains                                                                 
Level Two                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Right away, jump in the air and avoid the bull enemy. Go to the right getting   
the power-ups. Go right and kill everybody, the rest of the enemies will be     
bull enemies. At the end of the path, jump on the trampolines at the end. Get   
to the higher platform and now go left killing everybody and getting all of the 
power-ups along the way. Go on the trampoline but be careful beacuse there is a 
rock throwing enemy there. Go on the next trampolines and grab onto the         
strings. Go to the right and jump at the last string to reach a platform. Go on 
the trampoline at the end of this path and land on the branch. Jump onto the    
other branch and then jump onto the platform. Jump onto the strings to get      
across. Go in the toilet and get through the bonus level for a shortcut. Go to  
the right when you get out of the toilet. Kill everybody and grab the power-ups 
along the way. At the end of the path jump on the branch and then onto the      
trampoline. Go to the left on the next platform and get to the next trampoline. 
Go to the right and jump on the next trampoline. Go on the next two trampolines 
to get to the next platform. Then climb up the string and hit the checkpoint.   
Go to the right and jump on the trampoline and onto the branches. Jump on the   
strings and go to the left. Climb up the branches to the left. Go right and     
jump up the trampoline and branches. Go left and you're done. Congratulations   
you beat Mucus Mountains Level Two.                                             
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Nasal Caverns                                                                   
Level Two                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Go to the right killing the people and taking all of the power-ups along the    
way. Go up the stairs and kill the rock throwing enemy at the top of the        
stairs. Go by the enemy going up and down and keep going right. Jump onto the   
next platforms and go in the toilet for a nice little short cut. When you get   
out of the toilet at the other end, start to go right. Avoid the moles and get  
the plungers. Jump onto all of the platforms and kill the people and get power- 
ups while you continue to go right. After you get past the bridge and go up a   
small hill, watch out for more moles. Avoid or kill them and get the plungers.  
Continue going right and jump onto the string. Jump across the rest of the      
strings. Kill the miner there and go through the last doorway to the right.     
Congratulations you beat Nasal Caverns Level Two.                               
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Deoder Ant:                                                                     
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : ****                                                      
Boss' Attacks : Makes an earthquake and shoots things at you.                   
Boss' Movements : Goes underground to go to the other side of level.            
Attack(s) to Use : Throw Booger                                                 
Boss' Tactics : Just causes an earthquake and rocks fall from the sky. You need 



 to avoid those rocks and throw boogers at him. This will be a hard fight.      
What You Should Do : Throw a booger at him, when he goes underground, hide      
 under a ledge so you will be safe from the rocks. If he tries to shoot you,    
 just jump to avoid his attack. After he comes out throw another booger at him  
 and keep doing that until you beat him.                                        
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Pus Palace                                                                      
Level One                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Go right a little bit and you will see a string above your head. Jump on the    
string and jump to the string to the left of you. Jump on the platform to the   
left and keep going to the next platforms to the left. You will eventually      
reach a string. Climb up and start jumping to the right at the top getting the  
power-ups and killing the enemies. Now go back left to the strings and jump on  
the next platform to the left. Jump on the next string and go right. Kill the   
bouncing enemies and get the two plungers. Jump into the mouth to the right and 
it will send you to the next part of the level. Fall down the ledge and move    
all the way to the left side of the large room. Jump on the trampoline and go   
on the bottom-most ledge. Go right and into the mouth. Go down the stairs and   
throw a booger at the explosion enemy. Jump on the trampoline and go to the     
left for health, if you don't need it, then just go right. Jump to the right    
and get the checkpoint. Also get the three plungers there and continue on your  
way going right. You will eventually climb down a string. Kill the explosion    
monster down there and now go left. Keep going killing the people and grabbing  
the power-ups. When you reach the platform and the stairs, go right. Grab all   
of the power-ups and kill everybody on your path and go through the last mouth. 
Congratulations you just beat Pus Palace Level One.                             
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Pus Palace                                                                      
Level Two                                                                       
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Run to the right and get the power-ups on the way. Jump on the first platform   
you could get on. Kill the people and keep climbing up the platforms. You will  
eventually come to a string. Climb to the top and there will be another string  
to the right. Keep going along the strings going to the right until there       
aren't any more strings. Jump on the platforms and kill the enemies and get the 
power-ups. Jump to the right and go in the mouth. Go on the string and go       
right. Go on the next platform and climb up the room on the platforms. Jump to  
the left at the top of the platforms. Keep going left and jump up the           
trampoline when you reach it. Jump onto the string and jump to the right.       
Continue going to the right killing the enemies and getting the power-ups. Go   
in the mouth at the end of the path for the next part of the level. Fall off    
the platform you are on and go all the way to the level. Fall until you hit the 
ground and hit the checkpoint. Keep going right and kil the two explosive       
enemies. Jump on the red blob at the end and grab the string. Climb up the      
string and go right. Kill the enemies and get the power-ups. Climb up the       
string to the right. Go left and climb up that string. Now just go right to     
finish off the level. Congratulations you beat Pus Palace Level Two.            
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Pus Palace                                                                      
Level Three                                                                     
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Get the plunger to the left and continue right. Go up the stairs and kill the   
enemies in your way and get all of the power-ups. Go down the next set of       



stairs and do the same strategy. Go to the right and jump up the string. Go to  
the right and jump on the trampoline. Go onto the strings and jump to the       
right. Go through the mouth at the end of the strings. Congratulations you      
beat Pus Palace Level Three.                                                    
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Pus Palace                                                                      
Level Four                                                                      
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Right when you start, jump on the string. Climb all the way up and forget about 
the enemies. When you get to the trampoline, jump on it and go to the right. Go 
on the next string and slide down. Avoid the enemies again and kill the         
explosive enemy at the bottom. Go right and continue. Get the checkpoint and    
keep going. Climb up the string at the end of this path and go left when you    
get to the top. Go up the string when you finish going left. Go right and kill  
all of the enemies and take all the power-ups you come across. Climb up the     
string you reach at the end. Go to the left and jump onto the next platform     
you can and go right. Go through the mouth for the next section of the level.   
There will be a huge yellow monster right when you get out so throw your        
boogers. Keep going to the right until you reach a string. Climb up the string  
and go left. Keep going and go up the string and go right. Go up the string and 
left. Go up the last string and go right at the top. Kill the last two bouncing 
enemies and get the can of beans if you want them. Go through the last door for 
the last boss. Congratulations you beat Pus Palace Level Four.                  
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Booger Meister:                                                                 
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : *****                                                     
Boss' Attacks : Jumps across level, throws boogers on the ground, and scream    
 at you.                                                                        
Boss' Movements : Bounces up and down to each side of the level.                
Attack(s) to Use : Throw Booger                                                 
Boss' Tactics : After you hit him, he will bounce up and down and when he       
 reaches the other side, he will scream at you. After he screams at you, just   
 jump on the pillar and throw another booger at him while he throws the boogers 
 at the ground. This will be the hardest fight.                                 
What You Should Do : Just throw a booger at him, and when he starts going to    
 your side, just jump to the next pillar and throw another booger. Keep doing   
 that until you beat him.                                                       
                                                                                
---------------------------------------                                         
                                                                                
Congratulations! You just beat Boogerman!                                       
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. Bosses                                                                       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Hick Boy                                                                        
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : **                                                        
Boss's Attacks : Throw chicken, shoots eggs, and flies across ground.           
Boss's Movements : Flies from one side of the level to the other.               
Attack(s) to use : Throw Boogers.                                               
Boss's Tactics : First he throws the chicken, then he shoots three eggs and     



 flies across the level. After you hit him he will fly across the level.        
What you should do : Just jump on the branches and throw boogers on him, dodge  
 his attacks and when he flies across the level just jump to the next tree.     
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Revolta                                                                         
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : ***                                                       
Boss' Attacks : Throw heads and jumps across level.                             
Boss' Movements : Jumps from one end of the level to the other.                 
Attack(s) to Use : Throw Booger                                                 
Boss' Tactics : Throws a head at you and when you hit him with a booger, he     
 will jump towards the other end of the level.                                  
What You Should Do : Throw boogers and wait until he moves. When he moves, jump 
 to the other side and continue until you finish.                               
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Fly Boy                                                                         
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : **                                                        
Boss' Attacks : Spits, throws maggots, and flies into you.                      
Boss' Movements : Flies from one side of the level to the other.                
Attack(s) to Use : Throw Booger                                                 
Boss' Tactics : Just tries to spit at you and fly into you so just avoid him    
 and this will be an easy fight.                                                
What You Should Do : Don't use the trampoline, all you need to do is jump and   
 time your booger throwing right and you should eventually kill him.            
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Deoder Ant                                                                      
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : ****                                                      
Boss' Attacks : Makes an earthquake and shoots things at you.                   
Boss' Movements : Goes underground to go to the other side of level.            
Attack(s) to Use : Throw Booger                                                 
Boss' Tactics : Just causes an earthquake and rocks fall from the sky. You need 
 to avoid those rocks and throw boogers at him. This will be a hard fight.      
What You Should Do : Throw a booger at him, when he goes underground, hide      
 under a ledge so you will be safe from the rocks. If he tries to shoot you,    
 just jump to avoid his attack. After he comes out throw another booger at him  
 and keep doing that until you beat him.                                        
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Booger Meister                                                                  
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
Level of Difficulty : *****                                                     
Boss' Attacks : Jumps across level, throws boogers on the ground, and scream    
 at you.                                                                        
Boss' Movements : Bounces up and down to each side of the level.                
Attack(s) to Use : Throw Booger                                                 
Boss' Tactics : After you hit him, he will bounce up and down and when he       
 reaches the other side, he will scream at you. After he screams at you, just   
 jump on the pillar and throw another booger at him while he throws the boogers 
 at the ground. This will be the hardest fight.                                 
What You Should Do : Just throw a booger at him, and when he starts going to    
 your side, just jump to the next pillar and throw another booger. Keep doing   



 that until you beat him.                                                       
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6. Enemies                                                                      
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
*All of these enemies are listed in order by the order you will encounter       
them.*                                                                          
                                                                                
Jumping Enemy         - Just jumps, never attacks you.                          
                                                                                
Enemy With Spear      - When you get close enough, he'll try to stab you.       
                                                                                
Snail                 - Very slow, does nothing, just walks.                    
                                                                                
Bat                   - Flies a straight path, watch out.                       
                                                                                
Ghost                 - Flies out of a tree, goes in straight path.             
                                                                                
Sewer Enemy           - Throws things at you then hides in sewers.              
                                                                                
Spitting Enemy        - Spits at you. Usually in toilet to bonus level.         
                                                                                
Bouncing Enemy        - Two enemies together bouncing up and down.              
                                                                                
Little Snot           - Little piece of snot that jumps up and down.            
                                                                                
Little Red Enemy      - Little red enemy.                                       
                                                                                
Little White Enemy    - Explodes when you jump on them, you need to throw a     
                         booger at them.                                        
                                                                                
Enemy Dropping Things - Enemy sits in the window throwing things at you.        
                                                                                
Bull Enemy            - Enemy sniffing around and when it spots you, it will    
                         charge into you.                                       
                                                                                
Huge Orange Monster   - Has a club. Just throw some snot at it.                 
                                                                                
Explosion Enemy       - Stays away and explodes a certain area. (Just like the  
                         enemy dropping things.)                                
                                                                                
Rock Throwing Enemy   - Throws rocks at you.                                    
                                                                                
Miner Enemy           - Walks swinging its pick axe.                            
                                                                                
Falling Enemy         - Falls on you.                                           
                                                                                
Mole Enemy            - Comes out of ground.                                    
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7. Items                                                                        
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Here are a list of the items you will come across and what they do:             
                                                                                
                                                                                
Plungers         - Needed for the end of the level bonus. If you have enough,   
                    you will get an extra life. Also gives you more points.     
                                                                                



Little Red Blobs - More Points.                                                 
                                                                                
Snot             - Gives you more boogers you can throw, more points.           
                                                                                
Can of Beans     - More burp and fart energy, more points.                      
                                                                                
Cape             - More points, Health.                                         
                                                                                
Milk             - Let's you spit instead of throw a booger.                    
                                                                                
Extra Life       - An extra life, need I say more?                              
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
8. Cheats                                                                       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Here are all of the passwords for each level.                                   
                                                                                
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Flatulent Swamps                                                                
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
Scab Creature, Abdominal Sewer Man, Pus Creature                                
                                                                                
Abdominal Sewer Man, Pus Creature, Miner Goblin                                 
                                                                                
Nose Goblin, Boogerman, None Goblin                                             
                                                                                
Fart Ghost, Scab Creature, Pus Creature                                         
                                                                                
Fart Ghost, Nose Goblin, Fart Ghost                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
The Pits                                                                        
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
Pus Creature, Scab Creature, Fart Ghost                                         
                                                                                
Ogre, Nose Goblin, Miner Goblin                                                 
                                                                                
Boogerman, Nose Goblin, Scab Creature                                           
                                                                                
Abdominal Sewer Man, Boogerman, Nose Goblin                                     
                                                                                
Troll, Miner Goblin, Nose Goblin                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Boogerville                                                                     
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
Scab Creature, Fart Ghost, Abdominal Sewer Man                                  
                                                                                
Troll, Ogre, Abdominal Sewer Man                                                
                                                                                



Ogre, Miner Goblin, Boogerman                                                   
                                                                                
Abdominal Sewer Man, Boogerman, Creature                                        
                                                                                
Boogerman, Pus Creature, Miner Goblin                                           
                                                                                
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Mucous Mountains                                                                
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
Nose Goblin, Scab Creature, Fart Ghost                                          
                                                                                
Nose Goblin, Scab Creature, Troll                                               
                                                                                
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Nasal Caverns                                                                   
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
Nose Goblin, Pus Creature, Ogre                                                 
                                                                                
Scab Creature, Boogerman, Nose Goblin                                           
                                                                                
Fart Ghost, Scab Creature, Troll                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
-------------------                                                             
Pus Palace                                                                      
-------------------                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
Pus Creature, Boogerman, Fart Ghost                                             
                                                                                
Boogerman, Niner Goblin, Troll                                                  
                                                                                
Scab Creature, Ogre, Pus Creature                                               
                                                                                
Miner Goblin, Boogerman, Ogre                                                   
                                                                                
Pus Creature, Abdominal Sewer Man, Boogerman                                    
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. FAQs                                                                         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Q : What do all the characters look like?                                       
                                                                                
A : OK, here is a list of each character and what they look like so you can     
easily use the passwords section.                                               
                                                                                
Boogerman - Character you control.                                              
                                                                                
Fart Ghost - Ghost.                                                             
                                                                                
Nose Goblin - Enemy with spear.                                                 
                                                                                
Troll - Orange enemy with large mouth.                                          



                                                                                
Miner Goblin - Enemy with a pick axe.                                           
                                                                                
Pus Monster - Small white enemy with yellow scabs on him.                       
                                                                                
Scab Creature - Little red thing that looks like a drop of water.               
                                                                                
Abdominal Sewer Man - Large white enemy.                                        
                                                                                
---------------------------------------                                         
                                                                                
Q : How many plungers do you need to get the extra life at the end of each      
level?                                                                          
                                                                                
A : I'm not sure but I did get it before. I got it with thirty one plungers but 
I don't know what the minimal amount is. My guess is that you have to get at    
least thirty plungers.                                                          
                                                                                
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
10. Disclaimer                                                                  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
This FAQ/Walkthrough is copyrighted (c) 2004 to Frank Grochowski. International 
Copyright laws protect this FAQ/Walkthrough. You cannot sell this               
FAQ/Walkthrough for a profit of any kind. You cannot reproduce this             
FAQ/Walkthrough in any way with out my written consent. You are however allowed 
to download this FAQ/Walkthrough for personal use. You can also post it on your 
web site as long as you give me full credit, don't change it in any way, and it 
is free. The latest version will always be found at:                            
                                                                                
http://www.GameFAQs.com                                                         
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